
Customer profile
Victoria University offers multi-sector learning to over 55,000 students, priding 
itself on providing a range of courses meeting both vocational training and higher 
education needs throughout the state. This case study focuses on the reliability, 
design and customer service of Lenovo desktops and laptops that have consistent-
ly supported Victoria University’s cross-faculty computing requirements for more 
than 6 years.

Introduction
Victoria University sought to provide highly reliable computing power across its 
multiple campuses that met a range of staff and student functional requirements. 
The University has numerous campuses throughout central and western Mel-
bourne for vocational training (TAFE courses), higher education and research. 
Fleet longevity was a core requirement for the University to keep replacement and 
repair costs to a minimum.

To support its 55,000 students and 4,000 staff, the University needed comput-
ing solutions which were ergonomic, durable and versatile, yet cost-effective for 
long-term deployment. University decision-makers were particularly cognisant of 
reputation and trustworthiness after experiencing unsatisfactory warranty coverage 
with vendors in the past.

The University’s scale and diversity of educational operations led staff to choose 
Lenovo based on its position as number one within the education space in Austra-
lia, as well as its reputation for high performing and robust systems with longevity.

Situation
The University’s large array of libraries, laboratories and public access points 
meant that any solution would have to accommodate a wide variety of uses and 
levels of processing functionality. Moreover, the machines would have to be 
reliable and sturdy enough to withstand high volumes of use from both students 
and staff for a minimum of 18 months. Such a solution would not only minimise 
replacement costs but also reduce disruption in IT management, achieving a 
degree of continuity for students, staff and IT personnel.

One of the University’s priorities was comprehensive and trustworthy warranty 
support for the life of any solution, along with fast delivery and response times to 
ensure minimal disruption to day-to-day education requirements. The University 
placed emphasis on finding the “right” company with a reputation that would guar-
antee the highest levels of service and maintenance.

A concurrent tender process and review was run with the University’s IT depart-
ment to find a suitable solution. As part of the review process, staff from a range 
of departments were given time to trial the products, focusing on factors such as 
ease of use and ergonomics in various environments. Competitive pricing was also 
a key deciding factor for Manuel Bervanakis, who due to the high volume of units 
being deployed, was working with a tight budget. Lenovo’s commitment to pricing 
revisions and the constant evaluation of the University’s needs was extremely 
valuable.

“We know we can trust Lenovo for high 
build quality which minimises both initial 
and ongoing maintenance costs, and 
their resellers have gone well beyond 
our expectations with the timeliness and 
technical prowess of their work. That 
sort of reputational guarantee allows us 
to focus on educational outcomes and 
be confident they’ll be supported by our 
current technology.”

Lenovo provides reliable and  
problemfree technology solution  
for Victoria University

Top class products and after sales service from Leno-
vo and partner delight staff and students.

Manuel Bervanakis
Manager IT Quality Unit  
Victoria University



Solution
Both the M Series and X Series were adopted across the board for Univer-
sity students and staff. Almost 3,000 ThinkCentre M Series desktops are 
now deployed in libraries, teaching laboratories and other learning facilities 
throughout the University’s multiple campuses; around 1,000 ThinkPad X 
Series notebooks are provided to teaching staff. All machines are delivered and 
replaced by Lenovo resellers, with the entire fleet supported by a 3-year on-site 
warranty.

The superior yet cost-effective performance of Lenovo’s products was a deter-
mining factor for the University. 98% of the purchased machines use standard 
Lenovo specifications, yet already meet the University’s functional require-
ments, with Lenovo offering ongoing support for several customisations made 
by the University. The X Series notebooks have a small form factor with strong 
processing capacity and durability, while the M Series desktops offer high-pow-
ered performance within a lightweight and resilient housing.

Most importantly, Lenovo’s business partner, Blue Connections, provides 
speedy and comprehensive warranty support for the life of the solution. With all 
machines delivered within 24 hours, Lenovo’s resellers also have an indus-
try-wide reputation for the quality as well as speed of their technical support 
work. Resellers also manage procurement of additional services and warranty 
work for the University, further reducing time expended on IT management 
by University staff. “Prior to working with Lenovo and Blue Connections, the 
University had ongoing issues with warranty service. It was a tremendous relief 
to receive such a high standard of warranty service”, said Manuel. “In my expe-
rience, the products rarely have any issues and when they do, the service to fix 
or replace them is second to none.”

Results
“The quality and robustness of Lenovo’s machines has resulted in a solution 
which is virtually problem-free,” said Manuel Bervanakis. “We know we can 
trust Lenovo for high build quality which minimises both initial and ongoing 
maintenance costs, and their resellers have gone well beyond our expectations 
with the timeliness and technical prowess of their work. That sort of reputa-
tional guarantee allows us to focus on educational outcomes and be confident 
they’ll be supported by our current technology.”

Both the M Series and X Series units have been met with praise from the staff 
and students at the University. “We have found the M series to be extremely 
reliable and well designed,” said Manuel Bervanakis. “The small form factor, 
easy to open case - which is lockable when used in student laboratories - and 
multiple USB ports make them easy to use and they always perform very well.”

“The X series notebooks are extremely reliable. They are high performance, 
well built, robust, have a long battery life and are extremely light which is great 
for staff on the go. Our clients like both the look and feel of this unit as well as 
its performance.”

Staff are now looking at other product options, including Lenovo’s popular All-
in-One models and Tablet devices, to supplement their fleet requirements.

“To provide reliable computing solutions to almost 60,000 people, you have 
to not only build a superior product but sustain it with a similarly high level of 
support,” said Manuel Bervanakis. “Lenovo has done so in a way which takes 
the burden away from us entirely, without staff having to wait for new machines 
or fixes. With efficient costing, proven long-term power, and superb warranty 
support, we expect to continue our relationship with Lenovo and Blue Connec-
tions for the foreseeable future.”

“To provide reliable computing solu-
tions to almost 60,000 people, you 
have to not only build a superior prod-
uct but sustain it with a similarly high 
level of support.”

Manuel Bervanakis
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